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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Stylistic properties influence product judgments by communi-

cating symbolic meaning beyond what is explicitly stated (Doyle 
and Bottomley 2006; Meyers-Levy and Peracchio 1992; Peracchio 
& Meyers-Levy 2005). Indeed, psychologists have long been inter-
ested in the metaphorical meaning of concepts; however, they have 
focused largely on verbal rather than visual metaphors (e.g., Fau-
connier and Turner 1998; Lakoff and Johnson 1980). One common 
visual property is the diagonal orientation of product images, word-
marks, and logos. Given multiple uses of diagonals in our society, it 
is conceivable that diagonal orientation could communicate a variety 
of concepts that might influence product attitudes. Although there is 
evidence that diagonals symbolize dynamism (Peracchio and Mey-
ers-Levy 2005), several questions about the metaphorical meaning 
of diagonals remain. 

First, do diagonals with opposite orientations (i.e., upward- vs. 
downward-sloping) convey different meanings, such as different de-
grees of activity? Second, how much cognitive elaboration is neces-
sary for the diagonal orientation of an image to convey metaphorical 
meaning? Here, the existing literature equivocates: earlier research 
suggests that these effects arise spontaneously (Meyers-Levy and 
Peracchio 1992), while more recent research suggests that they re-
quire extensive processing (Nordhielm 2002; Peracchio and Meyers-
Levy 2005). Third, what other semantic concepts beyond activity do 
diagonals convey? Given differences in how upward and downward 
diagonals are commonly used in society (e.g., depicting success vs. 
failure, growth vs. decline, effort vs. ease), it is likely that upward 
and downward diagonals carry multiple opposing associations.

Across three studies, we employ a multimethod framework 
(cf. Rozin et al. 2012) to investigate consumers’ capacity to extract 
metaphorical meaning from upward and downward diagonal logos at 
an automatic (vs. deliberate) level. Using direct measurement profil-
ing, in study 1, 143 undergraduate students were randomly assigned 
to a condition in a 2 (diagonal: upward vs. downward) x 3 (order: 
heatmap, activity items, or rest item measured last) between-subjects 
design. Participants were shown an upward- or downward-sloping 
line and told to click on the origin of the line (heatmap measure). 
The x- and y- coordinates of the image served as the dependent vari-
ables. Supporting our hypothesis that people anchor on the left side 
of images, thereby seeing  diagonals sloping from the lower-left to 
upper-right as upward rather than downward, there was no effect of 
diagonal on the x-coordinate: both clicked on the left side of the im-
age (M = 197.85, F(1, 165) < 1, NS). Importantly, downward (vs. 
upward) diagonals had higher y-coordinate values (M = 329.77 vs. 
65.33, F(1, 165) = 1028.80, p < .001). 

Participants also rated how well the attributes dynamism, suc-
cess (success and power, r = .76), activity (active and effortful, r = 
.58) and at rest described the line on scales anchored by not at all (1) 
to very much (7). In line with our theorizing, although diagonal had 
no significant effect on dynamism (M = 4.39 vs. 3.86; F(1, 137) = 
1.36, NS), upward (vs. downward) diagonals had significantly higher 
ratings for success (M = 5.20 vs. 4.17, F(1, 137) = 6.80, p = .01) and 
activity (M = 4.84 vs. 4.00, F(1, 137) = 5.20, p < .05), and lower rat-
ings for at-rest (M = 4.13 vs. 3.25, F(1,137) = 4.23, p < .05). 

Because we explicitly instructed participants to consider these 
semantic meanings, to examine whether diagonals would sponta-

neously generate these concepts, we used a free association task in 
study 2. 150 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk were ran-
domly assigned to see one of eight fictitious logos in a 2 (diagonal) 
x 4 (image type) between-subjects design. Participants then listed 
the first three words that came to mind, after which they rated each 
word and the image itself on six dimensions: bad/good, passive/ac-
tive, failure/success, weak/strong, beginning/ending, and decreasing/
increasing. Focusing on the top of mind association, upward (vs. 
downward) diagonals evoked concepts judged higher on activity (M 
= 4.71vs. 3.98, F (1, 142) = 6.20, p < .05) and strength (M = 5.12 vs. 
4.49, F (1, 142) = 5.69, p < .05). No other effects were significant (all 
ps > .10). Furthermore, based on the direct measurement of the im-
ages, ratings of upward (vs. downward) diagonals were only higher 
for growth (M = 4.92 vs. 4.26, F (7, 142) = 5.90, p < .05), success (M 
= 4.74 vs. 4.17, F (7, 142) = 4.92, p < .05), and positivity (M = 4.54 
vs. 4.12, F (7, 142) = 3.06, p < .10). Activity and strength were only 
directionally consistent with our expectations (M = 4.88 vs.  4.47, F 
(7, 142) = 2.55, p = .11 for activity; M = 4.90 vs.4.54, F (7, 142) = 
1.79, p = .18 for strength).

Because free association tasks are context-sensitive (Rozin et 
al. 2012), corroborating evidence is needed.  In study 3, 136 under-
graduates were randomly assigned to one of five Implicit Associa-
tion Tests (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz 1998). This pro-
cedure used response latencies from paired categorization tasks to 
determine the strength of the implicit association between upward 
and downward diagonals and positivity vs. negativity, strength vs. 
weakness, activity vs. inactivity, growth vs. decline, and success vs. 
failure. As predicted, for the activity IAT, mean reaction time (RT) 
was 222.01 ms faster for upward-active/downward-passive than for 
the reverse (t(23) = 4.76, p < .001). For valence, mean RT was 150.35 
ms faster for upward-good/downward-bad than for the reverse (t(30) 
= 3.42, p < .005). For potency, mean RT was 206.52 ms faster for 
upward-strong/downward-weak than for the reverse (t(28) = 4.11, 
p < .001). For success, mean RT was 349.69 ms faster for upward-
success/downward-failure than for the reverse (t(26) = 7.67, p < 
.001). Lastly, for growth, mean RT was 406.10 ms faster for upward-
increase/downward-decrease than for the reverse (t(24) = 7.12, p < 
.001).  Importantly, analyses using the D measure scoring algorithm 
(Greenwald, Nosek, and Banaji 2003) yielded consistent results.

Taken together, our results suggest (1) diagonal direction mat-
ters because upward and downward diagonals can convey opposite 
semantic concepts, (2) diagonals can convey multiple semantic 
meanings in addition to activity, and (3) these associations can occur 
automatically.
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Table 1: Summary of Empirical Results Across Studies
Study Summary of Empirical Results

Study 1 (Direct 
Measurement)

People anchor on the left side of diagonal lines. Using a heatmap measure, diagonal orientation did not influence 
horizontal anchoring x-coordinate value of what participants identified as the line’s origin (F(1, 165) < 1, NS), but 
it did influence vertical anchoring , with those viewing upward diagonals anchoring on a lower point than those 
viewing downward diagonals (F(1, 165) = 1028.80, p < .001).

Perceptions of activity and success are stronger for upward than downward diagonals (F(1, 137) = 5.20, p < .05 
for activity; F(1, 137) = 6.80, p = .01 for success ). ‘At-rest’ perceptions are stronger for downward diagonals than 
upward diagonals (F(1,137) = 4.23, p < .05). Upward and downward diagonals do not differ in dynamism (M = 
4.39 vs. 3.86; F(1, 137) = 1.36, NS). 

Study 2 (Free 
Association Task)

Focusing on the first elicited word, upward (vs. downward) diagonals evoke concepts judged higher on activity (F 
(1, 142) = 6.20, p < .05) and strength (F (1, 142) = 5.69, p < .05). However, there were no significant main effects 
or interactions for any of the remaining four dimensions (all ps > .10). 

Averaging ratings of all three elicited words , upward (vs. downward) diagonals evoke concepts judged higher on 
activity (F (1, 142) = 5.87, p < .05) and strength (F (1, 142) = 4.73, p < .05).

Direct measurement of diagonals: Upward (vs. downward) diagonals more strongly communicate growth (F (7, 
142) = 5.90, p < .05), success (F (7, 142) = 4.92, p < .05), and positivity (F (7, 142) = 3.06, p < .10). Activity and 
strength were directionally consistent with our expectations, but not significant when directly measured (F (7, 142) 
= 2.55, p = .11 for activity; F (7, 142) = 1.79, p = .18 for strength). 

Study 3 (Implicit 
Association Test)

Mean RT was 222.01 ms faster for upward-active/downward-passive than for the reverse (t(23) = 4.76, p < .001). 
Mean RT was 150.35 ms faster for upward-good/downward-bad than for the reverse (t(30) = 3.42, p < .005). 
Mean RT was 206.52 ms faster for upward-strong/downward-weak than for the reverse (t(28) = 4.11, p < .001). 
Mean RT was 349.69 ms faster for upward-success/downward-failure than for the reverse (t(26) = 7.67, p < .001). 
Lastly, mean RT was 406.10 ms faster for upward-increase/downward-decrease than for the reverse (t(24) = 7.12, 
p < .001). Analyses based on D scores indicated the existence of the same implicit associations: upward-active/
downward-passive (D = .58, t(23) = 4.85, p < .001), upward-good/downward-bad (D = .35, t(30) = 3.70, p < .001), 
upward-strong/downward-weak (D = .44, t(28) = 4.50, p < .001), upward-success/downward-failure (D = .82, t(26) 
= 9.37, p < .001), and upward-increase/downward-decrease (D = .85, t(24) = 7.55, p < .001).


